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The smallest pseudovariety containing all finite %-trivial or g-trivial monoids is described by 
means of a single effective pseudoidentity, thus establishing the decidability of its membership 
problem. 
1. Introduction 
A class of finite monoids closed under the formation of homomorphic images, 
submonoids, and finitary direct products is said to be a pseudovariety. From the 
earliest papers dealing with this type of class, authors have been considering pseudo- 
varieties defined by ‘local properties’ of their members described by the behaviour 
of Green’s relations (cf., e.g., Schiitzenberger [12], Simon [13], Eilenberg [8], Pin 
[lOI)* 
The pseudovarieties R and L consisting, respectively, of all finite B-trivial or g- 
trivial monoids have attracted considerable attention (cf. [8, lo]). Konig [9] recently 
constructed families of fully invariant congruences which describe these two pseudo- 
varieties. He also suggested a candidate for the join RV L although several questions 
concerning this pseudovariety are left open. The present paper addresses those ques- 
tions, the main result providing an effective criterion for the membership problem 
of RvL. 
Our proof of the main theorem depends heavily on Reiterman’s characterization 
[l l] of pseudovarieties in terms of ‘pseudoidentities’, i.e., formal equalities of 
‘implicit operations’. The first application of implicit operations to the calculation 
of joins appears in Almeida [ 11. Generally speaking, for this approach to work, one 
needs some knowledge about implicit operations on a pseudovariety containing the 
pseudovarieties of which one wishes to compute the join. In the present case, this 
knowledge is provided by Azevedo [7] (see also [5]). 
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2. Preliminaries 
For a class E? of monoids, an n-ary implicit operation on E? is a family 
?I= (7~~ )A E yF: where nA : A” + A is any function such that, for any A, B E F3 and any 
homomorphism h : A + B, the following diagram commutes: 
The set of all n-ary implicit operations on %’ is denoted by a, %. Implicit opera- 
tions defined by words are said to be explicit. We denote by Sz, ‘6’ the set of all 
n-ary explicit operations on Q. The set a,, 8 forms a monoid under the natural 
operation (‘pointwise’ multiplication), Q, E? being precisely the submonoid generated 
by the n component projections x1, . . . ,x, . Moreover, in case g is a pseudovariety, 
0, ‘8 is a compact metric monoid under the initial topology for all homomorphisms 
into members of EY (which are viewed as discrete spaces), and Q,, 67 is dense in a, g. 
Another example of implicit operation is given by the unary operation x ++ xw 
such that, for a finite monoid A4 and m EM, m” is the unique idempotent in the 
subsemigroup generated by m. The reader is referred to Reiterman [l l] and Almeida 
[3,4] for general results on 0, % and Q2, %. 
The most important fact about implicit operations for our present purposes is that 
pseudovarieties are characterized by formal equalities rc = o of implicit operations - 
so called pseudoidentities - in the following sense: every pseudovariety W of monoids 
is of the form W= [ Z ] for some set _Z of pseudoidentities on the class of all finite 
monoids where 1 _Z Ij denotes the class of all finite monoids A4 such that every pseudo- 
identity rc=o in C ‘holds in’ M (which we indicate by Mkn =a), i.e., x~=(TM. 
Henceforth, the component projections x1, . . . , x,, will be referred to as variables. 
The following are examples of pseudovarieties of monoids which will appear in the 
sequel: 
- SI = [x2 =x, xy = yxJ , finite semilattices, 
- B = [x2=x] , finite bands, 
- N= I[ Y”y = x(0 = yxw 1, finite nilpotent monoids, 
- J= I[ (xy)" = (yx)“, xwx=xo ] = [ (x~)~x= (xy)” =y(xy)” Jj , finite S-trivial mo- 
noids, 
- R = [ (xy)“x = (xy)” 1, finite S-trivial monoids, 
- L = [ y(xy)” = (~y)~ 1, finite g-trivial monoids, 
- DA= [I (Xy)"(yX)"(Xy>"=(XY)", XwX=Xw 1, finite monoids whose regular cS- 
classes are aperiodic subsemigroups, 
_ M= [x=x1, finite monoids. 
The pseudovarieties R and L may also be described by certain families of fully in- 
variant congruences (see [4] for the general theory) which were obtained by Konig PI. 
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We next recall some notation which will appear in the definition of these congruences 
and will be used later. 
Let W be a pseudovariety. For n E fi, W, the set of all xi (i E { 1, . . . , n}) such that, 
for some ME W, the function rrM : M” +M depends on the ith component is 
denoted by C(X) and is called the content of 7~. 
Lemma 2.1 (Azevedo [6]). For any pseudovariety WZ Sl, the function c from fi, W 
into the CI-semilattice of all subsets of { 1, . . . , n> is a continuous homomorphism. For 
a variable x and rc E fi, W, x E c(n) if and only if there is a factorization 71 = TC’XZ” 
with ~c’,n”~a,,W. For n~d,M, c,,,,(~~)=c,(nI,). q 
Let A * denote the free monoid on a finite alphabet A. If we take A = {xi, . . . ,x, } 
and W a pseudovariety which satisfies no nontrivial identities (e.g., W2 IV), then 
there is a natural identification of A * with 52, W and, by Lemma 2.1, for w E Q2, W, 
c(w) is the set of all letters which occur in w. For w EA* let w(‘) denote the reversal 
of the word w. 
To define Konig’s congruences, first consider the following relations: 
R,={(ua,u): aEA, Z1, . . . . ukEA*: 
u=ul...uk and aEc(&)C”‘~C(U,)}, 
Lk = ((au, u): (u (‘)a, 2.4 “‘> E Rk } , 
M,.,= {(uav,uu): (ua,u)ER,, (au,u)EL,}; 
the congruences @k, 2, and ,u,, are defined as the congruences generated respectively 
by R,, L, and M,,. The reader is referred to K&rig’s paper [9] for the study of these 
relations. These congruences are fully invariant and they characterize the pseudo- 
varieties R, L, and their meet and join in the following sense: 
Theorem 2.2 (Konig [9]). Let M=A*/O be monoid. Then 
(a)MER u Bk: @kc8; 
(b)MEL # Elk: &cd; 
(C) ME J @ 3k: &v&c 0; 
(d)MERVL H 3k: @kr\&&8. 0 
Let V be the pseudovariety defined as follows: 
v= u (x1Yx~)wY(ziYz2)w =(XiYX2)“(ZiYZZ)” II f 
As the next theorem shows, this pseudovariety is also Konig’s pseudovariety defined 
by the congruences ,&k. It answers question (1) posed by Konig [9]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M=A*/b’ be a finite monoid with r elements. Then 
ME V @ pccrrcB. 
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Proof. (-) Since pseudovarieties are closed under the formation of homomorphic 
images, it suffices to show that A*/prre V, i.e., this monoid satisfies the pseudo- 
identity defining V. Since p, is a fully invariant congruence, it suffices to check that 
we have equality when a letter is substituted for each variable in the required 
pseudoidentity. But, if ai, a2, b, cl, c2 E A, then 
((at W’Wt W’, (at&)% bc2Y) EM,. 
Since A*!=xW =x2’, we conclude that A */,u, E V. 
(-) Since prr is generated by A4,, it suffices to show A4, c 8. So, suppose 
(uav,uv)EM,, i.e., u=ut . ..ur. v=v,...v, and 
c(u,) 2 . ..2c(u.)3a~c(v,)C...Cc(v~). 
Let O<i<j<r and Orh<llr be such that, in M, 
UOUl . . . Ui=UOUl **. Uj, u,, . . . v~vo=v/... VlVO 
where u. = v. = 1 (the empty word). Hence, in M, 
uaV=uo...ui(Ui+~...Uj)Uj+~...u,au,...V~+~(U~...V~+~)U~...VO 
=ug... Ui(Ui+l ..a Uj)WUj+l . . . L&a&... U/+I(V,.~. Vh+])wVh ..+ VO. 
Hence, since ME V, it suffices to show that, if WEA* and XEC(W), then W”X and 
xww are both idempotents in M. But this is obvious since then VI= wWxww = 
wwww = ww in view of the defining pseudoidentity for V. 0 
The following lemma provides a description of the Q~- (or A,-) idempotents which 
will be used later. 
Lemma 2.4 (K&rig [9]). Let weA *. Then w is an idempotent module .Q~ (or A,) if 
and only if w admits a factorization w = w, . . . w, such that c(w,) = .a0 = c(wk). 0 
To conclude this section we recall another characterization of R which will be very 
handy in the next section. Let E, denote the monoid of all extensive functions from 
the set {l,..., m) into itself, i.e., all such functions f satisfying 1 s:irm * 
il (i)f. 
Theorem 2.5 (cf. Pin [lo, Theorem IV.3.61). The following are equivalent for a finite 
monoid M. 
(i) M is B-trivial. 
(ii) There is a positive integer m such that M is a submonoid of E,,, . 0 
3. Main results 
In this section we make use of pseudoidentities to show that R V L = V. The follow- 
ing lemma is obvious to anyone familiar with implicit operations. Its proof is included 
here for the sake of completeness. 
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Lemma 3.1. (a) Let 1 # 71 E fi5, V. Then there are unique (not necessarily distinct) 
variables x and y such that, for some n’, nN E a,, V, TC = XTC’ = n”y. 
(b) Let 7t E a,, V and suppose that x E c(n). Then there are factorizations n = n’xn” 
with z’,n”~O~Vso that xec(n’) or so that xec(n”). 
Proof. (a) The uniqueness of x and y is obvious since V contains all finite rectangular 
bands. As to existence, let (w~)~ be a sequence in 52, V with limit rc in fi;;5, V. AS rc # 1, 
we may assume that all wk # 1. For each k, let i& be a variable such that wk = zk uk . 
Since there are only finitely many variables, we may assume that all zk are the same 
variable x. Since Q’n V is compact, we may further assume that the sequence (uk)k 
converges to some 71’~ a5, V. Finally, as multiplication in a,, V is continuous, we con- 
clude that rc =xrc’. The proof of existence of y is analogous. 
(b) Let II = limk+ m wk with wk E Q,, V. Since x E c(n) and each a2, V iS COIrQXICt (or 
else, using the continuity of c), we may assume that XE c(wk) for all k. For each k, 
let wk = ukxvk with x$ c(up). Then we may assume that the sequences (&)k and (uk)k 
converge in a, V since this is a compact space, say rr’= lim,+ m uk and 
n”=limk_, uk. By continuity of multiplication, n = n’xrc”. Moreover, since XL$ c(uk) 
for all k, then, just as above, x$c(rc’). The case xec(n”) is dual. 0 
Notation. For 1 # rc E o,, V, let i,(n) and t,(n) denote respectively the variables x and 
y of Lemma 3.1(a). 
Lemma 3.2. Let n, a, T E fi,, V with n and o idempotents and c(t) C c(n) fI c(a). Then 
7x0 = xo. 
Proof. Since multiplication and c are continuous and T is the limit of a sequence of 
words, it suffices to consider the case when r is an explicit operation given by a word 
w. Now, if XE c(n), then there are operations 7t, and 7t2 such that n = 7~~x77~ by Lem- 
ma 2.1 and so rrxrc = rr, whence TCX and xn are idempotents. An easy induction on the 
length of w using the preceding observation completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let n,, 7t2, ol, o2 E W,,M and let x and y be variables uch that c(n,) = 
~(a~), x, y$c(;rrl), and R!=nlxn2=alyo2. Then x=y and Rkrr,=o, (t=1,2). 
Proof. Since R contains nontrivial left-zero semigroups, we must have x = y: other- 
wise, substituting 1 for every variable other than x and y, we would obtain a pseudo- 
identity for R of the form XII’= ya’, while this pseudoidentity fails in nontrivial left- 
zero semigroups. 
Suppose RexI =ol. By Theorem 2.5 there is some positive integer m such that 
E,,,_c n1 = ol. Hence there are functions in E, which substituted for the variables in 
c(rcl) yield distinct functions for 7c1 and (TV (which we again represent by these 
symbols). Let iE{l,..., m} be such that j = (i)nl #(i)o, = k, say j< k. We embed E,,, 
in E,+I by extending feE, to { 1, . . . , m+l} by letting (m+l)f=m+l. Let 
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g E E, + I be defined by (j)g = m + 1 and (I)g = I for all I # j. Then, evaluating rc1xn2 
and 0~x0~ in E,,, + , by substituting the same functions (extended to { 1, . . . , m + l}) for 
the variables in c(rci), g for x, and the identity function for every other variable, we 
obtain 
while 
(i)(rc,xrr2) = (j)(xrc,) = m + 1 
(i)(aixa,) = (k)(xa2) I m 
since g fixes all points but j. Thus, E,, , E 7r,x7c2 = alxa2 in contradiction with the 
hypothesis. Hence R i= 7~~ = ol. 
Next suppose that RF 7-c2 = 02. Then there is some positive integer m and some 
functions in E,,, which substituted for the variables in c(7cix7r2) =c(~~xrs~) yield 
distinct functions for 7r2 and 02, say i E { 1,. . . , m} and (i)7r2#(i)02. Then we clearly 
may assume that i = 2 and all functions being used fix 1. If g is the function sub- 
stituted for x, change (1)g so that (l)g=2. Then 
uN~1xn2) = cm, + cw2 = (l)(a,xa2) 
contradicting R K 7~~x7~~ = oIxo2. Hence R E x2 = 02. 0 
Repetitive application of Lemma 3.3 yields the following. 
Proposition 3.4. Let nj, Oj E O, V be SUCK that C(nj) = c(Oj) (j= 1, . . . , r), i1(71~+ 1) $ 
c(x~), il(aj+,)$c(aj) (j= 1, . . . . r- 1). Suppose that REXI . . . z,=D~ . . . ~7,. Then 
R~nj=oj (j= l,...,r). 
Proof. Let x=i,(n2) and y=i1(02). Then, by Lemma 3.3, x=y and 
RKTC,=(T,, n2... 7t,=02...o,.. 
The result follows by induction. 0 
The following result is a special case of a theorem of Azevedo [7] (see also 151). 
From the results in that article, we also have that o~fi~‘,DA is idempotent if and 
only if o / ,, (or o IJ) is idempotent. 
Theorem 3.5. Every finitary implicit operation on V is of the form z,n2 . . . 71, 
where each 71j is either an explicit or an idempotent operation and i,(zj+ ,) $ c(~j), 
tl(7Cj)$C(Zj+l) (j=l,...,r-1). 
Proof. We first observe that Vc DA (for instance by Lemma 3.2). By [7, Theorem 
A], every rt E Q, V is a product 
71’7r] . ..n. 
of explicit and idempotent operations. Since crx and XD are idempotents if o E 8, Y 
is an idempotent and .XEC((T) (cf. Lemma 3.2), we may simplify the factors in the 
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above factorization so that the leftmost (respectively rightmost) variable in each 
explicit factor does not belong to the content of the preceding (respectively follow- 
ing) factor and so that each two consecutive factors have incomparable contents. 
Moreover, splitting explicit factors, if necessary, we may assume that tl(nj_r)$ 
C(nj)~i,(7tj+l) if 7cj is explicit. 
NOW suppose nj and Zj+ 1 are two consecutive idempotent factors in the above 
factorization. Let XEC(Zj)\C(Zj+l). By Lemma 3.1(b), there is a factorization 
71j= rrjx~; with x6 c(rc;‘). By repeating this argument a finite number of times, we 
may assume that c(TT~') c c(Rj+ 1). Analogously, there is _Y E c(nj+ t)\c(~j) and a fac- 
. . 
torrzatron 7ci+ I= TC;+ ,uz~+ 1 with Y $ c(z~'+ 1) c C(71j). Then 
Tcjnj+ I '71j7tj~j~lnj+l (since nj and 7Cj+ 1are idempotents) 
= ZjRj'XZJ7tj'+l_YZy+ 171j+ 1
= (7cj~~X)(Yn~+l~j+1) 
where the last step is justified by Lemma 3.2 since the operations rrjrcjx and 
YX;+ 1 71j+ 1 are idempotents and c(z;'z~'+ 1)c c(nj)nc(nj+ 1). Thus, we may also 
assume that, in our factorization tl(rcj) $ c(R]+~), il(rCj+,) $C(nj) for any Jo 
{l,...,r-l}. 0 
Lemma 3.6. RE=~~~=cT~ * V~~Tcwow=ow. 
Proof. Suppose that TI and o are n-ary implicit operations. Let A be any finite 
alphabet with cardinality L n and let kr 1. Then there are words U, u EA* such that 
the pseudoidentities 7cw = u and ow = IJ hold in the monoids A*/pkk and A*/ek 
(cf. Section 2). 
Let w be the unique Rk-irreducible element of the &-class of u and u (cf. [9]). 
By K&rig’s results, such a word w can be obtained from u and from u by successive 
Rk-reductions. 
Since the two-point semilattice embeds in A*/,Q~ and this monoid satisfies the 
pseudoidentity u = u, we must have c(u) =c(u). By Theorem 2.2, u admits a fac- 
torization u = ut . . . uk with C(Ui) = c(U) = c(u) (i = 1, . . . , k). Hence, by the definition 
of ,&k, each Rk-reduction which needs to be performed in u (respectively 0) to 
yield w may be performed modulo pC(kk in uu (respectively II’) to yield wu. Hence 
A*/&&L uu = wu = u2 since ,&k is fully invariant. By Theorem 2.3, this shows that 
V~7rwow=(Tw~o=~w. q 
Corollary 3.7. The kernel of the canonical homomorphism q~ : 8, V-t fi,,R (sending 
each implicit operation on V to its restriction to R) is the congruence O(S) 
generated by 92. 
Proof. Clearly 3 c ker ~7 since D,,R is a-trivial. 
Conversely, suppose rc, o E 0, V and I = ~(a), i.e., R!= 7~ = o. Let 7c = rcl . . . 71, 
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and o=ot . . . a, be factorizations according to Theorem 3.5. By [2, Theorem 4.31 
we have the same maximal sections of consecutive explicit factors in the products 
nr . . . rt, and es1 ...o., and so, by the same theorem, we may assume that T=S, 
c(n;) =c(o;), both rc; and oi are idempotents or both are explicit operations and 
rci= oi in the latter case (i = 1,. . . , r). By Proposition 3.4, R~~i=(Ti (i= 1, . . . ,r). By 
Lemma 3.6, XiS?oi in Qn V (i= 1, . . . , r). Hence (n, a) E O(S? ). 0 
Theorem 3.8. R VL = V. 
Proof. Clearly R V L c V by a straightforward verification that the pseudoidentity 
defining V holds in R and in L. For the reverse inclusion, we use Reiterman’s result 
stating that pseudovarieties are defined by pseudoidentities [ 1 I]. Thus, it suffices to 
show that R v L satisfies no pseudoidentity TC = o with TL, o E 0, V and 71 #o. 
Let n=rrr . . . rc, and 0, . . . a, be two n-ary implicit operations on V factorized 
according to Theorem 3.5 and suppose that R v L != IC = 0. Then, as in the proof of 
Corollary 3.7, one can show that r =s, c(rci) = ~(a;), both 7Ci and oi are idempotents 
or both are explicit operations and rci= oi in the latter case (i= 1, . . . , r). Therefore, 
if ni is idempotent, we have 
VE pi= nisi (by Lemma 3.6) 
= Iti (by the dual of Lemma 3.6). 
Hence VETC=O and so V=RVL. 0 
Corollary 3.9. In 02, V, we have @(.?A?) A O(9) = A. 
Proof. Let a denote the homomorphism 0, V+ ~,,Rx Q,,L defined by a(rr) = 
(n jR, rc IL). By Theorem 3.8, ker a =A is the identity relation on a, V. By Corollary 
3.7 and its dual, ker (x= @(S?)A@(~) (in fact only the easy half of Corollary 3.7 
is used here). q 
4. Final remarks 
One may be interested in yet other characterizations of the pseudovariety V. For 
instance, how far may the defining pseudoidentities for V be simplified? The follow- 
ing proposition gives a pseudoidentity on three variables defining V. 
Proposition 4.1. V= [I (yx)“_v(z_v)” = (yx)“(zy)” 1. 
Proof. Let W denote the pseudovariety defined by the above pseudoidentities. The 
verification of the inclusion Vc Wis straightforward so it is omitted. For the reverse 
inclusion, first note that W~y~y=y” and so 
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WE (YXYY(YXY =Y(xY)"(Yx)" =Y(xYYx(YxY = (YXY 
where we use the relation (y~)~y=y(xy)~ which follows from the identities 
(y~)~y =y(~y)~ by continuity of multiplication in 0,$4. Thus, (yx)“y =y(x~)~ is an 
idempotent in 8, W. Whence 
w!= (x1Y-%)wY(z,Yz2)w 
=~,Y~~(~~Y~~)wY(z1Yz2)wz,Y~~ (since Wi=y”y=y”) 
=x1 ~Y.Q(x~YX~)~I~Y Kzr~z8’%~1~~~ (by the above) 
=~~~Y~~(~~Y~~)wlw~(z,Yz~)wz,Y1wz* 
(by the defining pseudoidentity for W) 
= (x1yx2)w(z1yz2)w (as above). 
Hence WC V. 0 
Remark 4.2. R v L #DA since the intersection Vfl B is the pseudovariety of all finite 
regular bands while B c DA. Moreover, R v L cannot be defined by a set of pseudo- 
identities on two variables. Indeed, otherwise this would also be the case for Vtl B. 
But, since Q,B is finite, fiZ,B=Q,,B and, therefore pseudoidentities for bands are 
really just identities. Now, it is easy to see that the pseudovariety of all finite regular 
bands is not defined by any set of identities on two variables. 
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